April 30, 2015

be
deliberative,
thorough
debate
around this important issue. I want to
put aside the partisan bellowing and
grandstanding, some of which has regrettably stooped to impugn our diplomats, and rather take a moment to
recognize our diplomats for their efforts to find peaceful solutions to the
Iranian nuclear menace that threatens
the world.
For 2 years, America’s diplomats
have labored quietly, with no aspiration for personal accolade, to represent
our Nation’s best intersts and build the
foundation for a possible P5+1 agreement with Iran. The United States has
had little contact with Iran since 1979,
but their shrewdness and duplicity at
the negotiating table is well known. It
has been a huge task with no certainty
of outcome. There have been innumerable hurdles. There have been many
setbacks, and there will be more. But
our diplomats have stayed steady, focused on the task at hand.
Diplomacy is about understanding
strategic motivations, applying fact
and science to argument, and maintaining an unwavering commitment to
American
values
and
interests
throughout complex talks with an
untrustworthy and difficult foe. America’s diplomats have done so with focus
and integrity.
During the negotiations, American
diplomats have also been supported and
informed by a tremendous cadre of
American experts: scientists, intelligence professionals, civilian experts,
members of the military and academics. This process has been a collective effort that has drawn on the country’s best and brightest.
There was once a time when politics
ended at the water’s edge, but in recent
years we have seen the erosion of that
principle and, instead, a rise in the
practice of subsuming the interests of
the country to tactical political objectives. The leadership of our diplomats
is critical and needed now more than
ever, and I want them to know—we
value and appreciate you. Regardless of
what you might think of the talks in
the first place, the dedication of America’s diplomats has made us all proud.
For that, I thank them.
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TRIBUTE TO MEAGHAN MCCARTHY
Mrs. MURRAY. Mr. President, today
I wish to pay tribute to a devoted public servant and tireless friend of the
people of Washington State as she
moves on from the staff of the United
States Senate. Meaghan McCarthy has
dedicated nearly 13 years in service to
the Appropriations Committee and is
widely recognized for her expertise in
housing policy. I know that back in
Washington State, here in the Senate,
and
across
the
country—Ms.
McCarthy’s important work has helped
so many people find affordable housing
and get back on their feet. I know so
many will miss her compassionate advocacy on behalf of those facing housing challenges, from veterans requiring
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supportive housing, to working-class
families that need a helping hand to remain in safe and affordable homes, and
so many more.
A Massachusetts native and graduate
of Notre Dame and Johns Hopkins University, Ms. McCarthy began her career
in public policy as an advocate for children, working at the Children’s Defense
Fund. She then joined the Appropriations Committee as professional staff,
where she developed a keen understanding of complex Federal housing
policy. As a top staff member on the
Appropriations
Subcommittee
on
Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, and Related Agencies, Ms.
McCarthy has overseen and helped fund
key affordable housing supports that
make sure millions of people across the
country have access to high-quality affordable housing. From tenant vouchers provided through the section 8 program to homeless assistance grants,
supportive HUD-VASH vouchers for
our veterans, and public housing funds,
Ms. McCarthy has worked hand-inhand with housing officials in my State
to make sure Washington State families receive the resources they need.
It is so clear to me that Washington
State
has
benefited
from
Ms.
McCarthy’s hard work, vast knowledge,
and compassion for people and families
fighting to make ends meet. During my
time as the subcommittee’s chair, I
was always thankful that she was
working on my State’s behalf. Many of
our housing advocates and authorities
have reached out to my office to express their appreciation for her work.
They have called her a ‘‘critical bridge
between Washington state’s communities and our nation’s big-picture,
broad-stroke policy and budget machinery,’’ someone who translated realworld neighborhood needs into action
in a complex Federal bureaucracy.
Ms. McCarthy’s work has had real
and measurable impacts in Washington
State communities. Stephen Norman,
the executive director of the King
County Housing Authority, was kind
enough to share an anecdote wherein
Ms. McCarthy pioneered a program to
fund community facilities adjacent to
public housing, which he called ‘‘a
cross-cutting initiative that recognized
the importance of education success for
low income children and the opportunities created by partnering schools and
Housing Authorities.’’ When HUD’s
draft rules effectively excluded suburban communities, which require a network of smaller facilities, Ms. McCarthy did what she does best: she went to
work to solve the problem and change
the rules. And change them she did.
Now, King County has a network of 14
youth facilities, serving some of the
poorest families in the region and helping children to reach their potential
and to realize their dreams.
Today I join with others throughout
the country, the State of Washington,
and this body in thanking Ms. McCarthy for her years of service. I congratulate her on all of her accomplishments
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and wish her the best of luck in her future endeavors.
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WORLD PRESS FREEDOM DAY
Mr. CARDIN. Mr. President, today I
commemorate World Press Freedom
Day 2015 on May 3, 2015—a day reserved
to celebrate the value of freedom of
press and the critical role it serves in
creating a more free and open society.
In its highest forms, the press does not
simply inform, but brings attention to
atrocities around the world, provides
checks on authoritarian governments,
and catalyzes better governance.
The United States has recognized the
great value of freedom of the press
from its inception and in its Declaration of Universal Rights, the United
Nations acknowledged the profound
role of this fundamental right. On May
3, 1991, in the Windhoek Declaration,
the U.N. recommitted itself to this important cause with a call to arms to
protect the right of the press ‘‘to hold
opinions without interference and to
seek, receive and impart information
and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.’’
A pluralistic and free press is essential to the development and maintenance of democracy as well as economic development. According to Freedom House’s 2014 Freedom of the Press
Index, only 14 percent of the world’s
citizens live in countries that enjoy a
free press. In every other corner of the
world, freedom of the press is threatened by governments that want to restrict freedom of expression and association by harassing and intimidating
journalists. According to Reporters
Without Borders, 69 journalists and 19
citizen journalists were killed in 2014 in
connection with their collection and
dissemination of news and information,
and the Committee to Protect Journalists, found that in that same year the
3 deadliest countries for journalists on
assignment were Syria, Ukraine, and
Iraq. Today we honor all journalists
who have been imprisoned or killed
while seeking to tell a story that deserves to be told and needs to be heard.
The weekend of April 25 marked the
1-year anniversary of the arrest of
three independent journalists and six
bloggers in Ethiopia known as the
‘‘Zone 9 bloggers.’’ The reporters, who
published articles criticizing the government, have been charged under
Ethiopia’s Anti-Terrorism Proclamation, seemingly in connection with
their writings. They remain in jail to
this day, their trial once again postponed until after the Ethiopian elections. Unfortunately, this sort of imprisonment is not an isolated incident
in Ethiopia. According to Human
Rights Watch, Ethiopia has the second
largest number of journalists in exile
and the largest number of imprisoned
journalists and bloggers in all of subSaharan Africa.
I and a number of my colleagues
wrote Secretary Kerry in March about
our ongoing concern with efforts by the
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